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QUESTION NO: 1

The structured network troubleshooting process is triggered by a fault report. The basic principle is to simplify 
troubleshooting by narrowing down or isolating all possible causes of a fault into several small subsets. In what sequence 
are structured network troubleshooting steps carried out?

1. Information collection. 2. Fault identification. 3. Cause list. 4. Troubleshooting assessment. 5. Fault analysis. 6. One-by-
one check. 7. Fault rectification.

A. 1->2->3->6->4->5->7

B. 1->2->3->6->5->4->7

C. 2->1->3->5->6->4->7

D. 2->1->5->3->4->6->7

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 2

Current enterprise networks usually use OSPF as the routing protocol. 

What precautions are there when OSPF is used? (Choose four.)

A. Determine that the backbone area will not split.

B. Check whether secondary optimal routes exist on the network according to OSPF route selection rules.

C. Check whether all non-backbone areas are correctly and reliably connected to the backbone area.

D. Check the OSPF network topology and ensure that no loop exists when OSPF routes are being calculated.

E. Verify that OSPF costs can correctly demonstrate the actual bandwidth of links at more than 100 Mbit/s.

ANSWER: A B C E 

QUESTION NO: 3

Which of the following is the core idea of network troubleshooting?

A. Service traffic path check

B. Determining and analysis

C. Information collection
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D. Top-down

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 4

During the structured network troubleshooting process, which of the following items require attention in the information 
collection phase?

A. What information to collect

B. How to collect information

C. Whether authorization is required

D. Risks in the information collection phase

ANSWER: A B C D 

QUESTION NO: 5

Which of the following information can be learned based on the industry background of the project?

A. Common solutions in the industry

B. Problems to be resolved by the project

C. Organizational structure of customers

D. Implementation scope of the project

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 6

Data center switches greatly differ from campus switches. 

Which of the following features are specific to data center switches but are not supported by campus switches?

A. MSTP

B. TRILL

C. NFV

D. FCoE
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E. VxLAN

ANSWER: B D E 

QUESTION NO: 7

Generally, which of the following enterprise services require user experience optimization?

A. Video surveillance

B. Videoconferencing

C. Voice call

D. Network management

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 8

Which of the following work is not prepared before the migration?

A. Hardware test

B. Software test

C. Expenses

D. Tools

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 9

Access control is used to limit the traffic rate or block specific traffic based on reachable network routes to meet service 
management and control needs.

A. TRUE

B. FALSE

ANSWER: A 
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QUESTION NO: 10

Which of the following operations may be needed for checking the service traffic plan? (Choose two.)

A. Check the service traffic path at the data link layer.

B. Check the service traffic path at the network layer.

C. Survey the service traffic path planning in the network design phase.

D. Check the fault frequency.

ANSWER: A B 
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